All about the
ONYX advantages
Advantages

Onyx offers the following advantages:

- Graphic live-feedback
- Sensor values individually adjustable
- Priority model for automatic
- Access control
- Feedback bidirectional
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**Configuration**

- Complete configuration via App
- Hand-held transmitter with Bluetooth
- Easy-configuration with QR code
- Cloud usable without account
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ONYX offers the following advantages

- **System**
- **Routing (radio range connection)**
  - AES 128 bit o.m. encoding
  - Open interface (API)
    - And still clear demarcation to other subsections
- Combined wind and sun sensors
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Many satisfied customers

• Absolutely positive customer feedback
• Very good ratings in the App stores
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Simply unique!

No other control system offers the same advantages as ONYX. The easy installation and configuration as well as the unique operation with live-feedback make Onyx an indispensable part of sun protection!
HELLA Control systems
Simply perfect!